Hot plates are frequently used in the laboratory to perform chemical reactions, to heat samples, and for numerous other activities. Hot plates are conceptually simple – a flat surface with heating elements. They do not produce open flames and are well suited for oil or sand bath use. But there are key considerations on the proper choice of hot plates and important safety factors that users should be aware of.

Fig. 1: Use of hot plate for heating and stirring the reaction

Features

From a design perspective hot plates can differ in significant ways:

- Some have built-in magnetic stirrers. This is usually desirable if heating liquids since this helps distribute heat and eliminates the need for an external stirrer.
- Surfaces of hot plates differ but are usually aluminum or ceramic. First, choose a hot plate that is compatible with the materials you will heat. Next, consider the surface’s heat transfer properties and the temperature it can handle. Choose a different hot plate if you find yourself using the highest setting frequently.
- Some hot plates have digital read-outs and inputs for thermocouples so you can directly control heat bath temperatures. Some also have built-in safety features that automatically shut-off if the temperature gets outside a set range. These features can improve your process and safety, so don’t purchase hot plates based on price alone.

Current hot plates have sealed heating elements and have minimal or no sparking. Despite this, they are not explosion proof and should be used in a fume hood when heating organic materials (such as oil baths, or
solvents). The air flow in the fume hood will normally keep solvent vapor levels below the flammable range. Older hot plates are more likely to pose spark hazards due to their on/off switch and the thermostat designs. Bimetallic thermostats in older models can fuse shut and deliver full continuous current to a hot plate.

**Safe Practices with Hot Plates**

Hot plates are a safe alternative to open flame methods but they are not without risk. Below are safety tips to keep in mind when using a hot plate:

1. On many brands of combined stirrer/hot plates, the controls for the stirrer and temperature control look the same. Care must be taken to distinguish their functions.
2. The on-off switches have been known to fail on some hot plate models, continuing to heat even though in the off positions. This has resulted in fires in some laboratories. Occasionally test the "off switch" on hot plates and heating mantles by making sure the heating device quickly cools. Any unit that fails this test should be taken out of service immediately.
3. On some models the temperature dials can be rotated from “LOW” to “OFF” and then to “HI” while rotating in the same direction. In a recent lab fire a researcher unknowingly rotated past the “OFF” position to the “HI” position, eventually igniting the mineral oil bath.
4. Know where your fire extinguishers are and how to use them. Don’t use liquid nitrogen or water to extinguish an oil bath fire as this will splatter the oil, potentially causing burns and spreading the fire.
5. Make sure the glass being heated is made of heat resistant material, such as borosilicates. Soda-lime glass or “soft glass” should not be used on a hot plate since it does not handle temperature changes well. Don’t use thick-walled glassware directly on hot plates. It heats unevenly and can shatter or crack.
6. Inspect glassware for visible damage before using it on a hotplate and make sure the hot plate is larger than the object being heated.
7. Move flammable or combustible chemicals away from hotplates; the surface and element can reach the “**Flash Point Temperature**” of many chemicals.
8. Direct heating of solvents, especially low-boiling solvents such as ether and carbon disulfide (bp 30-60°), pose a risk of fire and should be avoided. Using a water bath will give more even heat distribution and give more control over the temperature. If it is necessary to boil these solvents, **Do Not** use an open beaker or flask. Always use a condenser (Fig. 2).
9. If the heating system is already hot, the reagent or solvent must be added using a dropping funnel (closed system) not a simple funnel (Fig. 3). Directly adding these materials will create a flash fire and moisture absorption (Fig. 4).
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10. Use thermal gloves or tongs to remove hot objects from the hot plate.
11. Avoid performing unattended **high temperature/pressure** reactions.
12. Avoid leakage of water or solvents from the condenser or addition funnels – especially when using an oil bath. The water will likely break the oil bath container due to thermal shock (Fig. 4).
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For More Information Contact:

Environment, Health and Safety Department
30 East Campus Mall, Madison, WI 53715-1227
Phone (608) 265-5000 · Fax (608) 262-6767;
The Chemical Safety Office